
Why WOrk With MOnOtype  iMaging

preferred partners work with a dedicated account manager who understands 
organizational needs and advises accordingly. leverage our typographic expertise to 
discover new typefaces, find the right font license or even identify a typeface from a 
sample. contact our technical experts for quick resolution to font installation, font 
management or other issues. address license compliance through our tools and 
consultation services and ensure your organization stays legal and worry-free.  
as a preferred partner, qualified companies receive these and other services with 
special pricing and priority of  service.

From font licensing to custom font design to font management, Monotype  
Imaging delivers a wealth of  typographic services to creative professionals.  
These services, in addition to exclusive benefits, are now available to creative 
service providers through Monotype Imaging’s preferred partner program.  
Turn to Monotype Imaging as your sole provider of  typographic solutions  
and let us keep your organization equipped and inspired.   
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Helvetica®, Frutiger®, Gill Sans®.  If you’re a creative professional, 
you’ve seen and used our products. But Monotype Imaging  
has more to offer than just typeface designs, even if some are 
the most famous in the world. 

Felbridge: legible stable crisp strong 

ITC Charter : clear clean modulated

Mentor: upright     breezy clean easy  
Mundo Sans: subtle distinctive humanist

Soho: chic versitile   slab serif
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celebrated typeface  des igns

as a provider of  text imaging solutions serving OeM 
markets, Monotype imaging helps enable the display 
and printing of  high-quality, multilingual text. OeMs 
and developers around the world turn to us for a rich 
selection of  designs that range from classic to 
contemporary. Our focus is on design and technology  
to provide typographic solutions that perform across 
devices and media.
 for years, the Monotype®,  itc ® and linotype® 
foundries have served as trusted design resources for 
the creative community. We continue to develop these 
libraries with the same uncompromising standards that 
have made these collections what they are today.
 in addition to our own faces, we have relationships 
with prominent partner foundries such as adobe,  
font bureau, fontfont, berthold and hundreds  
of  other sources to ensure that we can offer the  
designs you need.

cOst-effect ive  creative  freedOM

turn to our type libraries for a vast and versatile 
selection of  typefaces packed onto a single cd. choose 
from our Monotype, itc, linotype or adobe® library 
products to instantly build a font selection that will give 
your team the tools and inspiration to take on any 
design challenge. library products also provide a 
cost-effective means of  licensing a wide selection of  
fonts for a large number of  users.  

d iscOver ,  try  and buy fOnts  
anytiMe  at  fOnts .cOM

With a wide range of  fonts and powerful search and 
preview tools, our fonts.com™ store serves as the 
most comprehensive and convenient place to shop for 
fonts online. browse more than 125,000 font products 
and try your selection before adding it to your cart. 
store orders in your user account for easy access to font 
data later. fonts.com is also backed by world-class sales 
and technical support. 

cOrpOrate  accOunt purchas ing

prefer to purchase by invoice? create a corporate 
account and we’ll invoice you for orders. Qualified 
customers also receive preferred pricing on their 
purchases. you can even link your corporate account to 
fonts.com to create quotes, make purchases, access 
previous orders and pay by invoice – all online. 

access Our resources

Find your type™ at any time at the Fonts.com online store



Organize  and Manage f Onts  
Wi th fOntexplOrer  x

Our fontexplorer® x solution helps make font 
management an easy and intuitive process. With a 
superior interface and versatile tools for organizing, 
activating, deactivating, previewing and even acquiring 
new fonts, the fontexplorer x product is an essential 
tool for individuals or large design groups. you’re able to  
improve work efficiency and system performance while 
eliminating the pains of  font conflicts and other issues 
that slow the creative process.

fOntWise :  knOW What yOu OWn

as challenging as font files can be to manage, font 
licensing may be even more difficult to control.  
Our fontwise® solution is a comprehensive license 
management service that keeps it managers up to date 
and in control of  their font licensing status. the 
fontwise software is deployed to accurately identify 
fonts used across a network. Monotype imaging 
reconciles your company’s licensing with the font files  
in use. We work with you to provide appropriate and 
cost-effective licensing and a plan to help keep your 
organization compliant, while providing peace of  mind 
going forward.

flex ible  l icens ing Opt iOns

Our customers vary from freelance designers to 
thousand-seat design departments. Monotype imaging 
offers a wide range of  licensing models to address the 
differing sizes of  our clients and the various ways  
in which they use fonts. contact us for any of  the 
following font licenses or ask how we can address  
other needs.
	 •	 Standard End User License Agreement
	 •		Multi-User License Agreement:  adds additional 

coverage to a standard end user license agreement
	 •		Web Server License Agreement: covers the use of  

fonts on Web-enabled or server-based applications 
or documents

 Manage, organize and discover fonts through the 
intuitive interface of the FontExplorer X application



Monotype Imaging Inc. 
500 unicorn park drive
Woburn, Ma 01801 
toll free 800 424 8973 (usa and canada)
phone 781 970 6000
fax 781 970 6001

Monotype Imaging Ltd.
unit 2, perrywood business park
salfords, redhill, surrey rh1 5dz  
england
phone 44 (0)1737 765959
fax 44 (0)1737 769243

Monotype Imaging K.K.
8th floor hikari building
1-43-7 yoyogi
shibuya-ku, tokyo 151-0053, Japan 
phone 81 3 5304  0920
fax 81 3 5304 0921

Linotype GmbH
Werner-reimers-straße 2-4 
61352 bad homburg 
germany 
phone: +49 (0) 6172 484-418 
fax: +49 (0) 6172 484-429 

China Type Design Ltd. 
7a yardley commercial building 
3 connaught road West, sheung Wan 
hong kong 
phone 852 2575 6789 
fax 852 2591 9232 

www.monotypeimaging.com
www.fonts.com
www.itcfonts.com
www.linotype.com
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jurisdictions. helvetica and frutiger are trademarks of linotype corp. registered 
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Monotype, soho and fontwise are trademarks of Monotype imaging inc. registered 

in the u.s. patent and trademark Office and may be registered in certain jurisdic-

tions. gill sans is a trademark of the Monotype corporation registered in the 

u.s. patent and trademark Office and may be registered in certain jurisdictions. 

fonts.com, find your type, Mundo sans, Mentor, and felbridge are trademarks 

of Monotype imaging inc. and may be registered in certain jurisdictions. itc and 
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states and/other countries. 

expert ise :  On-hand,  anytiMe

type fuels creativity. Monotype imaging offers 
typographic services to ensure your organization  
has the tools and inspiration to stay creative. 

contact us today and discover what  
Monotype imaging can do for you:

custOM typeface  serv ices

put Monotype imaging’s type expertise and production 
power to work for you. from the creation of  new 
typographic identity systems to the expansion of  existing 
typeface families, we provide a wealth of  custom font 
services to support your organization and its brand. 
Monotype imaging can:
	 •		Create	or	digitize	new	typeface	designs	 

from sample characters or concepts
	 •		Expand	character	sets	to	address	 

the world’s languages
	 •		Add	font	weights	to	type	families
	 •		Provide	font	hinting	to	improve	on-screen	legibility	
	 •		Make	typeface	recommendations	based	 

on a client’s brand identity

Custom typeface design for 
Transport for London

Custom typeface design for Opel

Brush lettering for a corporate identity concept 
by Carl Crossgrove, a senior typeface designer 
at Monotype Imaging




